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Collaboration is Key
 Protecting national security is not something people/organizations c a n d o on their
own; it is far too big, too complex, a n d there is too much at stake.
 We are way behind where w e should b e as a country, a n d it will take all of us working
together to fend off cyber attacks from our adversaries. WE ARE IN A CYBER WAR.
• “The health of the defense industrial base has received a “failing” grade…” “Industrial
security” continues to be the weakest sign in NDIA report, receiving an overall failing score
of 50. The score reflects larger trends in shortcomings of industrial cybersecurity, despite
increasing resources dedicated to combating the threat, the report states. The number of
newly reported c o m m o n IT cybersecurity vulnerabilities continued to increase.” - National
Defense Industrial Association’s Vital Signs 2022 Report

 Why wait until there is a crisis to begin working together?

Collaboration is Key

 What does collaboration look like?
• Education institutions working together to solve the cyber workforce shortage.
• Encouraging the engineering of security into products. (“This whole economic b o o m in
cybersecurity seems largely to b e a consequence of poor engineering.”) Carl Landwehr
• Organizations working together to provide outreach to help SMBs achieve security and
compliance.
• Government funds/incentives to help SMBs achieve security and compliance.

Collaboration in the News
“Cybersecurity requires more than government action. Protecting our Nation from malicious
cyber actors requires the Federal Government to partner with the private sector.” Executive
Order on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity, May 2021.
CISA Joint Cyber Defense Collaborative (JCDC) - intended to b e a platform for collaboration
between federal interagency, private sector, and state, local and other stakeholders to unify
defense strategies and mitigate risk. Beyond intelligence sharing, the government and
industry must vastly improve its sharing of best practices, and help each other implement
these playbooks, especially for entities that support national critical functions.
A Strategic Intent Statement for the Office of the National Cyber Director - Achieving this
vision will require cooperation across the many public, private, and international stakeholders
in the ecosystem, and it will require coordination, so that these efforts are not operating at
cross purposes but are instead mutually reinforcing. Across sectors and borders, we have
both shared infrastructure and shared threat; shared defense is an imperative, not a choice.

Collaboration in the News

• “Defending the defense industrial base from cyberattacks requires more
cooperation with industry.” – Hon. John Sherman, DoD CIO
• North Carolina Executive Order 254 established the Joint Cybersecurity Task
Force m a d e up of Emergency Management, the National Guard a n d the
Local Government Information Systems Association Cybersecurity Strike Team
– provides incident coordination, resource support a n d technical assistance
in the event of a significant breach.

Supply Chain Collaboration

 To b e able to collaborate effectively, w e need to understand e a c h other’s
perspectives.
 Why is it important? Many small business don’t have the technical expertise or the funds to
implement a cybersecurity compliance program. 40% reduction in small businesses in the
DIB; regulations position larger firms to get the work – they have the infrastructure to handle it.





First – federal government perspective – Adrianne George
Second – Defense Acquisition University – Chris Newborn
Third – Large Primes – Laura Rodgers
Fourth – Small contractors – Lori Jackson/Laura Rodgers

Summarizing Federal Perspectives
Goal: Protect National Security
Cyber intrusions continue to target critical infrastructure and supply chains
Solution: Public-Private Partnerships
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Responsibilities for protection of information lie on both sides of the equation
Compliance: Where the rubber meets the road
Designing a system that meets the goal over the long-term
Interest in building a positive working relationship
Understanding the compliance is expensive; challenge in finding a perfect solution

Information Sharing is Critical - Interest in Improving "How"
OHS, FBI, & DoD share threat information with
the 018, industry, and public
W

h i t e House recently put out a warning
statement
OHS organizes calls with industry
Goals:
•

Shared sense of purpose &
responsibilities;

•

Providing timely & actionable information;

•

Providing assistance as requested

MYCYBEREXEC
A P P R O A C H A B L E A U T H O R I TAT I V E A C T I O N A B L E

lnfo@mycyberexec.com

"Protecting Sensitive Data - Collaboration is Key”
Chris Newborn
DAU Cybersecurity Enterprise Team
April 2022

Observations
Small and Medium Sized Manufacturers:
• Are not adequately incentivized to implement the 109
security requirements of the NIST SP 800-171 Rev 1
for the protection of CDI on their contractor networks
• There will be cost for implementation of these 109 security requirements.
They don't believe DoD fully appreciates the magnitude of their effort.
Industry is struggling with how to best fold these costs into their pricing
strategy or receive reimbursement for their costs.
• While they have basic security knowledge, on-going operations for detection
and response continues to be a more foreboding challenge.
• Flow down of security requirements to the subs and vendors is a huge issue
for the entire industrial base.
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Challenges w/ Cybersecurity Compliance – DFARS 7012
• Training the Acquisition Workforce (DoD & Federal)
-

Acquisition Strategy to incorporate the DFARS policy

-

Acquisition Plan to implement Acquisition Strategy
Contract Strategy to execute the Acquisition Plan

• Understanding the Roles and Responsibilities – Hierarchy
-

Procuring Activity /Contracting Office /Policy Office

-

Requiring Activity /Program Office /Contracting Office Representative

• Understanding Safeguard requirements for Information Type vs the Activity
-

Goods and Services
Prime /Sub-Contractor /Manufacturer /Vendor

• Understanding Contract Requirements (Privy)
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-

Government

-

Defense Industrial Base (Prime, Sub, Manufacturer, Vendor)

Unintended Consequences
• Inserting DFARS 7012, 7019, & 7020 Provision and Clauses
in all Contracts
- Putting the onus on the contractor to determine if the clause is
applicable

• Not Identifying or Properly Marking CUI
• Sending Unnecessary CUI to Small Contractors
- Providing technical drawings to service vendors (building maintenance,
landscaping, etc.)

• Mistaking Government Policies and Contract Requirements
with DIB Support Agreements
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Possible Workarounds
• DFARS 7012, 7019, and 7020 in all Contracts
COMMENTS: Treat as if you have CUI. Disputes regarding CUI should be captured in writing and
forwarded to the Contracting Officer if contract privy with the government. If the dispute is with another
contractor, then the information in dispute should be identified as either government-owned and
sensitive, client /customer-owned and sensitive, contractor proprietary /internal-owned and sensitive, or
public accessible information and non-sensitive. All sensitive information should be safeguarded and
not accessible to the public.

• Receiving CUI that is not Marked
COMMENTS: Identification and marking of CUI should be IAW DoDI 5200.48 and the Security
Classification Guide (SCG). Additional documents to help define CUI could be identified in the Scope of
Work (SOW) and shown in the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS).

• Receiving unnecessary CUI
COMMENT: Request that subject technical data be sent via mail/FedEx/UPS.
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Large Prime Contractor Perspective
 The DoD has said they will hold prime contractors responsible for cybersecurity in their
supply chains. The big primes – LMCO, GD, Northrop-Grumman - c a n have 15,000 to
20,000 companies in their supply chains. How c a n they b e expected to b e
responsible for all those companies?
 Concerned about DOJ Civil Cyber Initiative – False Claims Act charges.
 So, what are they doing?
• Requiring all the companies in their supply chains to achieve a high level of
cybersecurity compliance – regardless of the type of d a t a they process/store.
Ø Increases the cost of goods and services purchases by the DoD. The DoD currently estimates
that 60% of the DIB needs to comply with FAR 52.204-21 (equates to CMMC Level 1). If primes
flow down DFARS 7012, the DoD will pay exponentially more for goods and services.
Ø May price SMBs out of the DIB unnecessarily if they c an’t afford a cybersecurity compliance
program.

Supporting Small
Businesses with
Cyber Compliance
Requirements
Gap Analysis

Documentation

Visit our Booth

NIST and C M M C

SSP, PoAM, Policies,
and Procedures

#49

Keys to Small
Business Success
Simply buying a solution to meet compliance requirements is
not always feasible or practical; there is no magic box that will
meet all your needs. But there are solutions to reaching
compliance that won't break the bank, and require a little bit of
thought and some good, old-fashioned ingenuity.

MANAGEMENT
Management buy-inis key. And it
is time that we treat cyber security
with the same vigor as safety.
Companies must have eyes on
their systems and engage users as
part of the solution.

CREATIVITY
Sometimes the best solution is not
the most obvious. NISTguidance
states what you must do, but not
always how to get there.
Thoughtful creative solutions are
possible and can propel your efforts
forward more than you realize.

DOCUMENTATION
Policies and procedures define
your approach to compliance.
These will guide your efforts.
bring clarity during crisis, and
are key during a cybersecurity
assessment.
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White Raven Security, LLC
704-806-8089

www.whiteravensecurity.com
DUNS: 117069256
CAGE: 8FH77

info@whiteravensecurity.com
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Small Business Concerns
 Regulations with no funding in LPTA environment
 National Institute of Standards a n d Technology assumed contractors already h a d
systems in place to protect sensitive federal information.
 When DFARS 252.204-7012 was released, there was not fanfare or hoopla – no
endless stream of webinars, tools a n d training.
 Playing field wasn’t level due to self-attestation. No financial incentive to b e
compliant or secure.
 Identification of controlled unclassified information.
 Security not engineered into products.

Small Biz

 "Small businesses with less than 100 workers could pay $100,000 upfront for outside help
protecting d a t a and continue to spend a third that much annually to remain compliant
with the Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification 2.0. Larger firms could b e spending
hundreds of thousands for cyber protection annually. Understanding and implementing
DoD requirements to protect information is now beyond what a small IT staff c a n handle
as it will need a team of trained personnel dedicated to CMMC compliance.“
 “ A n d the irony is it’s right at a time where a lot of our military leaders are saying we need
innovation from our small business. Well guess what. You’re not going to have access to
them because they c a n ’ t afford to b e CMMC compliant as a small startup.” - Kurt
Lessmann, co-owner of Huntsville-based Trideum.

The Perfect Storm
CUI Confusion
Complexity

Yet d e facto responsibility for
managing the risk of the
cybersecurity ecosystem has
devolved down to the
smallest unit of digital actor:
individuals, small businesses,
a n d local governments. –
Strategic Intent Statement
for the Office of the National
Cyber Director

Workforce

LPTA

Unnec e ssary DFARS FlowDown

Risk-Averse Primes
Regulations with no funding

No Unified Strategy

Cost

Questions for Panel

?

What Can You Do?
 Primes – don’t flow down unnecessary requirements a n d b e willing to work with your
subs/suppliers.
 States such as Georgia, Virginia, California, Maryland a n d Washington already have
passed legislation offering matching fund grants a n d tax breaks to help contractors
remain eligible for DoD work. Consider contacting your State Senators a n d
Representatives.
 Push back on primes a n d contracting officers when DFARS 7012 should not apply.
 Keep CUI off your network if possible
 Get help – cybernc.us, consultants that understand technology AND compliance.

What Can You Do?

 The single most important thing you c a n d o right now is get started
on your cybersecurity program. It is too risky to wait.
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